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This course surveys some of the major options for analysing phonological processes that are 
restricted to some independently definable context, such as a specific morphological 
constituent or prosodic domain. We will discuss five theoretical devices (cophonologies, 
indexed constraints, output-output correspondence, morphophonological strata, and the 
prosodic hierarchy), assessing differences in prediction and the extent of their empirical 
coverage. We will also ask to what extent meta- or extralinguistic information can or should 
be incorporated into phonological theories. Throughout, there will be emphasis on the 
contributions of lesser studied and/or typologically unusual languages to the development of 
the theories. 
 
Schedule 
Monday 25 June - Extraphonological effects in phonology 
Tuesday 26 June - Cophonology theory 
Wednesday 27 June - Indexed constraints & Output-output correspondence 
Thursday 28 June - Stratal phonology 
Friday 29 June - The prosodic hierarchy 
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Day 1/5: Extraphonological effects in phonology 
 
What is phonology? What qualifies as phonology? What does not? 
 
(1) a. A --> B   / C__D 
 b. /UR/ --> [SR]   /  Conditioning environment 
 
Let's look at /UR/ --> [SR] mapping.  
What is required for us to consider an instance of /UR/ --> [SR] mapping as phonological? 
 
(2) a. /b d g/ --> [p t k]  b. /n/ --> [i]   
 
Two potential, interrelated criteria: 

• Manipulation of representations of sounds: elements recognised as phonological 
 Examples: 
 

• Operations that are recognised as valid operations on those representations 
 Examples: 
 
Notice that even in classic Optimality Theory, operations are performed on URs. This is the 
job of GEN. 
So for a mapping A --> F / C_D, the arrow conceals a two-step process: 
 
(3) GEN (candidates)  EVAL (constraint ranking) 
 A -> E / C_D   A -> E / C_D 
 A -> F / C_D   F A -> F / C_D 
 A -> G / C_D   A -> G / C_D 
 
Does the conditioning environment matter for whether we consider /UR/ --> [SR] to be 
"phonology"? Let's try a few different possibilities: 
 
(4) /b d g/ --> [p t k] / 
 
 
Different classes of phonological representations. Why do we (or do we not) think these 
should be able to see and talk to each other?  

• Sub-/autosegmental: [±voice], H 
• Prosodic (P-projected): s, µ 
• Prosodic (S-derived; or at least S-influenced): w, IP 

 
Examples of non-phonological information that can affect the application of phonology: 
 

• Morphological construction (e.g. suffix A vs suffix B) 

• Word class (noun, verb) 

• Lexical factors (e.g. native words vs loanwords; frequency) 

• Individual exceptional lexical items 
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• Speech rate (fast, slow) -- or is this phonology?? 

• Sociolinguistic context (e.g. accommodation to interlocutors, speech style/register) 

In fact, it is quite difficult to find examples of "purely" phonological processes. They are 
generally limited to the bin that is classically labelled as postlexical. 
 
So where in the analysis - in the grammar - do we put that extraphonological information? 
Two main options: 
 
A) Each distinct morph/lex/social context conditions a separate phonological grammar.  

• Cophonologies 
• Stratal phonology 

 
B) The phonology itself can contain direct reference to morphological/lexical/social context. 

• Indexed constraints 
• Output-output correspondence 

 
So we can already see some major theoretical flashpoints in extraphonological conditioning: 
 

• How many phonologies? (A distinct phonology = a mapping algorithm that gives a 
contradictory result to some other mapping algorithm for the same input.) 

o Cophonologies: many 
o Stratal phonology: usually 3 
o Indexed constraints & Output-output correspondence: by default, one 

 
• If there is more than one phonology, where do they come from and how are they 

structured relative to each other? 
o Cophonologies: any morphological construction (etc) can have its own 

cophonology 
o Stratal phonology: independently needed stages of morphosyntactic derivation 

each have their own phonology 
 

• Does a phonological UR still contain morphosyntactic features that can be seen and 
referred to in phonological constraints/processes/etc? What principles, if any, 
constrain this visibility? 

 
Why are we also doing the Prosodic Hierarchy? Isn't that just phonology? 

• Higher levels of the Prosodic Hierarchy are mapped from morphosyntax 
• Thus, prosodic conditioning and morphological conditioning may be hard to tell apart, 

but they are conceptually very distinct 
• We will explore diagnostics, and emphasize the importance of disambiguating 

conditioning factors in your analysis 
  


